As the Home Office prepare to send refugees from
countries around the globe to Rwanda, tube workers
in the RMT Union prepare to go on strike. These two
events may appear to have little to do with one another,
but both are related to the increasingly intolerant country
we are living in.
Britain has not always shown much in the way of
compassion for people overseas. Indeed, our imperial
past has seen anybody from outside these shores as at
best legitimate sources of profit and, at worst, simply
sub-human. This government are revising these ideas in
ways that even some of their predecessors felt were too
far.
Whilst the attempts to send refugees who have legitimate

claims to refugee status to Rwanda are almost
certainly unlawful under international law, this will
make no difference to the Home Office led by the
cold hearted Priti Patel.
It is that same callousness which has led to the
decision by employers to refuse to protect their
employees and in many cases to sack them and make
them reapply for their jobs under worse conditions.
It is great to see that tube workers are having none
of it. And, Critical Mass and the Sunday Socialist
stand shoulder to shoulder both with the striking
tube workers and those opposing the illegal and
inhumane deportation of legitimate asylum seekers.

Refugees challenge • Johnson clings • Rail workers strike • Farming destroys • Myanmar descends into
chaos • Plus Notes from the Edge featuring Luke Andreski, Marilyn Tyzack, Fiat Knox, Mike Stanton,
Susie Granic, Jo Buchanan
And, our latest report on the cost of living crisis.
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he Campaign to stop Rwandan Offshore
Detention is calling for a demonstration
outside Downing Street on Monday 13th
June at 6.00pm. It has been called to launch a
Day of Action on Tuesday as part of a campaign
supported by the PCS, Stand Up to Racism, and
Care4Calais.

Offshore Detention or Transportation?
Refugees and asylum seekers are criminalised by recent
legislation. The government has made it illegal to enter the
country without a visa and has made it almost impossible
for people to obtain a visa. Even Ukrainians, whose country
is being showered with military aid by our government, are
forced to jump through bureaucratic hoops in order to come
here.
Other refugees fare even worse. Because just arriving here is
considered a criminal act they face transportation to Rwanda,
just as we used to transport convicted Britons to Australia.
Now, as then, there is no possibility of return. They will be
held in Rwanda indefinitely. Rwanda is a corrupt dictatorship
whose human rights abuses have attracted international
condemnation. It is no place to send traumatised people
fleeing oppression in their own country.

International Law
The plans have been condemned by Amnesty International
and the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) as
being in breach of international law. We don’t have illegal
immigrants. We have an illegal immigration policy that is
being challenged in the courts by charities and human rights
organisation working with refugees. They are being joined in
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the action by the civil service union, PCS whose members
are supposed to enforce this policy. The civil action is
seeking judicial review and an injunction to stop the first
flight leaving on Tuesday. This gives added urgency to
Tuesday’s day of action.

What You Can Do
If you afford it, please donate to the campaign’s legal fund
here.
• Join the protest in Downing Street on Monday at
6.00pm
• Support the Day of Action by
• joining the social media campaign to share selfies with
“Stop Rwanda Detention” signs and #StopRwanda.

•

Joining your local SUTR protest on the day.
Details of local groups are on their website.
• Writing to your local MP using this form
letter. Even some Tory MPs cited the
Rwandan Offshore Detention Policy as a
reason why they supported the Vote of No
Confidence in Johnson’s leadership.
And if you do get involved or if you are a
refugee with a story to tell please do get in
touch with us at Critical Mass. Your voice
matters.
This article originally appeared online:
https://creatingsocialism.org/stop-rwandanoffshore-detention/
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UN condemns fatal shooting of WHO
worker in Myanmar
Susie Granic

T

HE United Nations this week
condemned the fatal shooting
of a World Health Organisation
(WHO) employee in eastern Myanmar in
what is the latest in a string of atrocities
which have been occurring since last
year’s military coup.
The WHO worker, Myo Min Htut, was killed near
a statue of General Aung San close to Than Lwin
Park at around 5:45 p.m., the WHO said yesterday.
He had been working as a driver for the WHO
Myanmar Office for almost five years and was
shot dead while riding home from work on his
motorcycle. However, the news out of Myanmar
at present indicates this murder was carried out
not by the military junta but by a supporter of
the opposition, the National Unity Government
(NUG), who see themselves as the true government
of Myanmar.
This is not the first attack on humanitarian workers
in Myanmar since the military coup in February last
year. On December 24, two aid workers from Save
the Children were among 38 people killed by the
junta. Human rights groups say this latest shooting
follows a pattern of violence, retribution and
vigilantism in Myanmar, where local administrators
and suspected junta informants have been killed on
a regular basis.

“Informer”
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Defense

Organisation
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(PDOM), which has pledged its support for the
NUG, said on its Facebook page yesterday that it
was behind the shooting. A statement said that Myo
Min Htut had harassed and threatened members
of the anti-regime Civil Disobedience Movement
(CDM) and their families. It said the victim was
also a relative of Lt. Gen. Aung Lin Dway, one of
the top Military Council leaders. The statement
said he was shot five times though this has not yet
been confirmed.
“We let him retire from this human world“, the
Mawlamyine militia group said in the statement,
describing Myo Min Htut as an “informer” and
a “dog“, and adding it had conducted its own
investigation.
The NUG, which the junta has outlawed as a
‘terrorist’ organisation, did not immediately
respond to a request for comment, nor did any
spokesperson for the military.

UN ‘expects’ investigation
Ramanathan Balakrishnan, the UN Resident
Coordinator and Humanitarian Coordinator ad
interim in Myanmar, condemned the killing in a
statement yesterday.
“The United Nations appeals to all parties and stakeholders
to respect the neutrality of the United Nations and
humanitarians and further calls for all parties to protect
the rights and safety of civilians and strongly condemns acts
of violence against civilians”, the statement said. “The
United Nations expects an impartial investigation into the
incident and the perpetrators to be held accountable.”
The NUG has previously insisted that “all defensive
actions must respect international norms”, indicating
its commitment to preventing atrocities against
civilians. Yet they have failed to condemn, or even
attempt to prevent, attacks on regime-affiliated
civilians which have been carried out by other
groups within the anti-junta movement.
Of course it is worth noting that the NUG is in no
position to enforce its ideals of civilian immunity
upon others. Rather, many say, the onus falls on
the international community to empower the NUG
in such a way that it can incentivise and enforce
international norms. However, many foreign
governments have been reluctant to treat the NUG
as the legitimate government of Myanmar, and if
the NUG does not condemn this latest murder it
will do their cause no good.
This article originally appeared online:
https://creatingsocialism.org/un-condemns-fatalshooting-of-who-worker-in-myanmar/
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Cost of Living Crisis
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Compiled by Mike Stanton

A

Covid Update

s we predicted before the Jubilee, Covid
cases are now rising across the United
Kingdom. This will be the third wave in
six months. And Long Covid is an increasing
issue, especially in overexposed professions like
social care, health and education. Independent
Sage predicted this wave at the end of April. The
government ignored them and, by encouraging
people to come together to celebrate the Jubilee,
they only made it worse. New variants, BA4 and
BA5 became dominant just after the four day
holiday.

I

More NHS Cutbacks

n a move which impacts the health of
thousands of women, the National Institute
for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
has decided doctors can no longer write
prescriptions for cases of mild cystitis. Instead
they will have to buy over the counter (OTC)
medications that mask the symptoms rather
than dealing with the cause. Most women will
get over the infection, but thousands of others
go on to develop chronic and severe urinary
tract infections (UTI) which can last for months
or even years. Bladder infection specialist, Dr
Anderson described the changes as a “dreadful
setback” which has “led to lifelong misery for
quite a number of patients”.

hese are hard times for nearly
everybody. On Tuesday the
London
Metal
Exchange
announced it was being sued by a hedge
fund because it stopped the sale of nickel
at the start of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine in response to wildly fluctuating
prices. The US fund Elliott Management
claims the cancellation of nickel contracts
trades on March 8th was ‘unlawful on
public law grounds and/or constituted a
violation of the claimants’ human rights’.
I must have missed the paragraph in the
UN Charter which ensconced the human
right to profit from the misery of others
on the back of an unprovoked war of
aggression.

T

Levelling Up

he HS2 network is being scaled
back in the north - again. This
time it is the Golborne link, 13
miles of track south of Wigan which
would have linked the HS2 Crewe to
Manchester branch to the West Coast
Mainline to Scotland. This comes after
the government abandoned plans for an
eastern link to take HS2 to Leeds. In a
joint statement, the Railway Industry
Association, Rail Freight Group and High
Speed Rail Group warned that without the
link there would be “a bottleneck north
of Crewe, which, in turn will negatively
impact outcomes for passengers,
decarbonisation and levelling up”.

B

RIP Bruce Kent

ruce Kent, retired priest and longtime peace campaigner, has died
after a short illness, aged 92. Bruce
Kent came to prominence as a leading
spokesperson for CND in the 1980s and
a fierce critic of Margaret Thatcher’s
defence policies. Kate Hudson, general
secretary of CND, said Mr Kent
“transformed the scope and confidence
of the anti-nuclear movement beyond all
recognition”.

CAMPAIGNING

Slowdown in price rises
As you pour out the contents of your purse on to the kitchen table you wonder whether you are
going to have enough to feed the family this week. You know what things cost last week, and
somehow you managed to afford it.
But, that was only because you took out a loan from the pay day loan company. Or sharks as they
should rightly be called. Now, on top of worrying about how you are going to feed those hungry
mouths you are worrying about how to pay off what you owe. And, interest is punitive..
If you borrow £200 for a month, at the end of that month you will owe £213.76p. Now if you are
borrowing to pay for daily living expenses which were already more than your income, where on
earth are you supposed to find
an extra £213.76p.
It’s a trap. And, you are
caught. No matter which
way you turn there is
simply no way out.
Despite the Financial
Conduct Authority
bringing in stricter
rules the payday
loan industry is
still worth around
£220 million each
year.
Rates
of
interest typically top
85% APR. Of course,
because the loans are
meant to be short-term
that massive percentage
rate gets hidden as the actual
amount being paid back does
not seem to be that high.
High street banks charge around
39% for overdrafts. That is a
scandalously high amount. But
it means that £200 loan over one
month would cost only £6.09 in
interest, a rate more than half of
those on offer from the payday
loan companies.
Most people have some debt and
debt itself has now become big
business with the 2011 Census
revealing that the total debt in
the UK was £1.28 trillion, half
of which was mortgages.
This is not sustainable. The
average person in the UK now
has £3,797 of personal debt.
Credit card debt is running at
£2,173 per household.

We need a total overhaul of the
way in which personal finances
are managed.
Even people on relatively
good wages are struggling to
make ends meet. Surely, that
is as good an indication as
you are likely to get that
debt is not some kind
of personal failing but
a systemic problem
which
requires
a
systemic approach to
solving it.
Thankfully, this week,
our budget goods have
stood still and if this is
replicated in all the aisles of
our supermarket then at least
this week has been no worse
than the previous one.
Our Basket
Cornflakes
Cheese
Bread
Milk
Pizza
Tomato soup
Tea bags
Margerine
Baked beans
Crisps
Digestives
Apples
Pasta
TOTAL

Cost May 15th
0.55
1.99
0.55
0.99
0.99
0.45
0.95
1.09
0.13
2.79
0.39
0.99
1.19
13.43

Cost last week
0.55
1.99
0.59
0.99
0.99
0.45
0.95
1.09
0.13
2.89
0.39
1.39
1.39
14.01

Cost this week
0.55
1.99
0.59
0.99
0.99
0.45
0.95
1.09
0.13
2.89
0.39
1.39
1.39
14.01

Items in red represent those which have had a price rise since May 15th.
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t’s sometimes said we are what we eat, and
what we eat is devouring the planet and
accelerating climate change. Around half the
world’s habitable land is now used to produce
our food, and the outcomes are dire, with habitat
destruction, consequent biodiversity loss and the
accelerating extinction of species. But it gets worse
than that with agribusinesses polluting the soil and
waterways with pesticides, fertilisers, microplastics
and animal waste products.
This is a particular problem in the UK with the Environment
Agency unable to take action against farmers due to
government cuts. All of this comes before we’ve taken
into account the carbon dioxide and methane emissions
that contribute to global warming. And, despite intensive
agriculture, millions are going hungry as the global
population grows.
According to the special report by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPPC) released in 2019:
“Emissions from land use, largely agriculture, forestry,
and land clearing, make up some 22% of the world’s
greenhouse gas emissions. Counting the entire food
chain (including fertiliser, transport, processing and
sales) takes this contribution up to 29%.”
But the land, through the soil and ecosystems, is an
important carbon sink that can absorb up to 22% of global
greenhouse gas emissions. Farming and land clearance
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are diminishing this capacity. Preserving healthy
soils is crucial to helping remove carbon from the
atmosphere and growing the food we need to feed
our people.
You won’t be surprised to hear that the main culprit
in all of this is industrial animal farming, which
takes up 83% of the land used for agriculture, and
this land use is growing. In addition large amounts
of land are used to grow crops that are used to feed
these animals. In fact:
“The number of farmed animals is predicted
to double by 2050. Half of all food-related
emissions come from beef and lamb. Beef and
dairy farming are also a major source of methane,
which is 72x more effective at trapping heat
compared to CO2. This means that continued
methane emissions will greatly accelerate
warming towards 1.5°C.”
In a timely book, Regenesis, George Monbiot
focuses on the threat posed by farming to people,
organisms and ecosystems. Monbiot covers the
important damaging effects of farming practices
on the environment and the fact that most of these
are dependent on government subsidies. We are
paying farmers to degrade and pollute the land
and generate large amounts of greenhouse gases.
You won’t be surprised to learn that a big part
of the solution to the problems posed by modern
agriculture is moving to regenerative farming and
a plant-based diet. Millions are already doing the
latter, but there is a long way to go if we are going
to end these damaging effects and meet our climate
target of a 1.5°C in global temperature.
You can find a good summary of the book and
Monbiot’s solutions in this discussion with Aaron
Bastani on Novara Media.
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This article originally appeared online: https://
creatingsocialism.org/climate-crisis-farming-is-devouringthe-planet/
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and off a plane. She was abandoned in her
seat for an hour waiting to be taken off.
Frank Gardner was shot and left paralysed
while reporting for the BBC. This week
he was also left stranded on a plane – the
fourth time in four years – at Heathrow.

Environment COP26
As India and Pakistan bake in record heat,
countries met in Bonn this week to discuss
progress towards COP26 targets, preparing for
COP27 in Egypt. Little has been achieved, causing
John Kerry to comment, “The world is cooked if
we carry on with coal.”
With rising energy prices following Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine, nations are returning to
fossil fuels. India proposes opening 100 coal
mines. The UK plans new North Sea oil licences,
a coal mine in Cumbria and extra fracking sites.
Germany plans new LNG terminals, and the US
has seen an oil boom.
The Russian invasion also impacts the developing
world. Funds were designated to help them
implement cleaner technology, but the war has
made the world less cooperative. The Middle
East and Africa are increasing their oil exports
to Europe to replace Russian imports, taking
advantage of higher prices, while also facing
food shortages. Alden Meyer of think tank E3G:
“There’s a huge food fight brewing over which
countries should pay for loss and damage caused
by extreme weather.”

Disabled access
‘The true measure of any society can be found in how it
treats its most vulnerable members’ – Ghandi
Service providers are required to make reasonable
adjustments for disabled people.
Victoria Brignell is quadriplegic. This week she
informed Gatwick she would need assistance on

Rail is similar. Disabled access is seen
as an expensive add-on rather than an
opportunity to increase independent living
for disabled people or even increase revenue
from people who’ve been historically sidelined by the industry.
Then there is street accessibility: uneven
pavements; obstacles like bins, street
furniture and badly parked cars; all impede
free movement and make access to shops
and public transport difficult. They are
simple things to put right, but even when
reported there’s no certainty anything will
be done.
The Equality Act 2010 requires services
to make sure anyone can have access, but
there’s virtually no policing of this. The
onus is on the disabled to take action
themselves.

Productivity
This week 70 companies in the UK started
an experiment, introducing a 4-day week
as part of a world-wide exercise. 100% pay
for 80% time, with an analysis of how
employees respond to the extra day off in
terms of stress and burnout, job and life
satisfaction, health, sleep, energy use,
travel etc. Companies which previously
implemented this have seen happier, more
productive workforces. Higher productivity
is important because it usually leads to
higher pay. Between 2015 and 2019 an
Icelandic experiment on a shorter working
week found that productivity remained the
same or improved.
The British work 1,681 hours a year vs.
1,356 in Germany. No wonder UK workers
come 16th out of 20 similar economies in
happiness surveys!
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ORIS JOHNSON this week survived a vote
of no confidence but with a too-close-forcomfort result which will leave him and the
Tory party in a state of disarray as they attempt to
regain the trust of the people who voted them into
power.
The vote, 211 to 148, fell short of the simple majority needed
to oust Johnson. But it has laid bare how much his support has
haemorrhaged since last year, when the scandal erupted over he
and his cohorts throwing parties at Number 10 which violated
their own lockdown rules.
It was announced that the number of Conservative MPs to have
submitted letters of no confidence in Boris Johnson had reached
the threshold of 54, triggering a vote on his leadership. The rules
for a vote of no confidence state at least 15% of Conservative
MPs must put forward a letter of no confidence to Sir Graham
Brady, the chair of the backbench 1922 Committee, in order for a
ballot to be held. With the Tories having 359 MPs currently, that
meant at least 54 had to do this.

PM should resign
Some MPs went public with their letters withdrawing support for
Johnson. Jesse Norman, a former Treasury minister, published
an open letter branding the Prime Minister’s premiership as “a
charade”, presiding over “a culture of casual lawbreaking”.
Former chief whip Andrew Mitchell said: “I have lost confidence in the
prime minister and won’t be voting for him. He should make way for a new
leader”. John Penrose, MP for Weston-super-Mare, and husband
of Dido Harding (she of the infamous failed but lucrative Test
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and Trace system), said: “I’m sorry to have to resign as the PM’s AntiCorruption Tsar but, after his reply last week about the Ministerial Code, it’s
pretty clear he has broken it. That’s a resigning matter for me, and it should
be for the PM too.”
But many Tory MPs tweeted almost identical statements yesterday
saying “The PM got the big decisions right on Brexit and Covid” or “got
the big calls right” (not quite sure how they reached that conclusion)
and that we need to concentrate on “levelling up” and “defending
Ukraine” and so on. We have seen no evidence of this ‘levelling
up’ and not quite sure how we are defending Ukraine either, but it
shows us how many MPs are more concerned for their lucrative
jobs than for honesty and decency.
A secret ballot of MPs took place from 6pm to 8pm on Monday
evening. Under the rules, to stay in office a leader must win at least
50%, plus one vote support from the parliamentary party. That
equates to 180 votes for Johnson, which he topped.

The rules could be changed
Under party rules, a leader who wins a confidence vote is safe from
another such challenge for 12 months. However, members have
previously discussed shortening this period to hold another vote
after six months. So it looks as though Tory MPs could trigger a
no confidence vote in Johnson again if 15% of the parliamentary
party write to the chairman. The Prime Minister certainly has no
reason to feel secure today, and not only because of a possible
rule change. Theresa May won her no confidence vote by 200 to
117 but was forced soon afterwards to announce her impending
resignation under the threat of a rule change and new vote. May
gained the support of just under two-thirds of her MPs.
John Major effectively triggered the equivalent of a vote of
confidence in himself by announcing his resignation as leader on
June 22 1995, when he challenged his critics within the Tory party
to back him or sack him. John Redwood resigned as secretary of
state for Wales to stand against Major and the election took place
in July. Major needed a simple majority of the 329 Conservative
MPs in the House of Commons to win the contest. But although
he secured 218 votes, 111 MPs – a third of the party – either
voted for Redwood, spoiled their ballot papers or abstained. Major
continued as leader and prime minister for two years until losing
the 1997 general election.

If a Tory MP was daring enough, and
had enough support, Johnson could
face a leadership challenge, but as we
haven’t seen one thus far it’s unlikely
we will in the near future.
As we face the cost of living crisis,
climate breakdown, and the urgent
need to invest in public services,
the reality is that this vote of no
confidence means nothing to people
suffering under this government, and
a change of leader would have been
unlikely to have bettered anyone’s
lives. How long Johnson survives is
anyone’s guess, but he has managed
to stay in power so far, despite his
many failings – and failures.
Only one other MP was likely to be
feeling the same relief as Johnson is
this morning, and that is Keir Starmer,
who knows only too well that his only
route to Number 10 is through more
people becoming disillusioned with
Johnson and his lies.
This article originally appeared
online: https://creatingsocialism.org/
johnson-survives-to-lie-anotherday/

Leadership challenge
It was a similar story with his predecessor, Margaret Thatcher,
though she did not get to stay in power for long. After more than
a year of disquiet within the Tory party, a leadership challenge
came from Michael Heseltine in 1990. The election took place on
November 20 and Thatcher won 204 votes to Heseltine’s 152. This
wasn’t enough for Thatcher to pass the two thresholds specified
in the party rules, which stated the winner needed more than 50%
of the overall vote but also to be 15% clear of the runner-up, and
although she initially declared she would contest a second ballot,
she withdrew two days later after canvassing the opinion of close
colleagues.

This logo is as fuzzy as the morality
of the modern Conservative Party
Image courtesy of Mick Fealty
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70-75% reported from across the polling
industry over the previous ten years.
Things were different in Scotland.
Social media posts revealed dismal
turnouts across the country.
@no1_nicola tweeted ‘Two men & a
dog turn up to see lighting of beacon
at Strathclyde Park. What a waste of
effort. Considering that there were
police that could have been out doing
their jobs, First aiders, Marshalls, &
Jubilee Alienation
Ice-cream vans all stood down. Maybe
A friend of mine, who lives in a small Essex village, the organisers might think twice from
said that she had a profound feeling of alienation at now on’.
the end of the extravaganza for the Queen’s Jubilee.
She was used to being seen as slightly odd because In Wales, there were celebrations and
of her left wing views, but the wholehearted way a concert at Cardiff Castle. However,
the village embraced these celebrations seemed Martin Johnes, a professor of history
different. There was no questioning by anyone of at Swansea University said he believed
the legitimacy of the monarchy, of the extreme support for the monarchy is anchored
privilege of this entitled family, or even of the huge in respect for the Queen.
amount of money that was magically found to pay Certainly, very different views were
for it all. Just an unquestioning acceptance that expressed in response to a Facebook
this was the way things were. This was compounded post by Wales online. Mel De Castro
when her friends and neighbours jumped to their Pugh wrote: ‘It seems more than a
feet, during the National Anthem. She was the little obscene to expect people to spend
only one to remain seated. Another mark of being money on celebrating something like
different, and, in their eyes, being a bit strange.
this when so many are living out of
Sadly, most socialists have experienced these
feelings of isolation, whether in the workplace,
their neighbourhoods, or on social media. Long
term friendships are lost if you attempt to challenge
the status quo, or the agenda being peddled by the
right wing media. Working for a trade union, and
living at the time in Surrey, I was berated and
held personally responsible for every strike that
impacted on my neighbours’ daily lives.

A change is coming, or is it?

food banks and can’t afford to heat their
homes. Yes, it’s a “historic occasion” (if
you like that sort of thing) but it seems
rather tone deaf in light of the state of
things.’
So, thankfully, it is now over. My
friend’s experience highlights just how
important it is to find solidarity with
other like minded people, if only for
the sake of our mental health.

However, change is happening. According to a recent Becoming part of the team at Critical
YouGov poll conducted for Republic, more than Mass is one way to make these

one in four (27%) British people now support connections. Let us know what it was
abolishing the monarchy. Support for retaining like in your part of the UK during the
the monarchy stands at just 60%, well below the 4 day weekend.

already a great deal of poverty in Rwanda,
with children unable to go to school, and
that the country was not ready to deal
with an influx of refugees. She also does
not believe Kagame’s regime is suited to
welcoming and settling newcomers.

Betraying democracy

Condemnation
There has been much discussion and
a great deal of condemnation of Priti
Patel’s agreement with President Kagame
of Rwanda to send some of the refugees
who have made the arduous and terrifying
trek to the UK on a further journey to
Rwanda, a distance of more than 6,000
miles. However, little has been said about
how the Rwandans are reacting to this
extraordinary and cruel scheme.
Sky News investigated and asked a
sample of Rwandans what they thought
about the plan. It is significant that many
people were unwilling to make their
views known: “Most declined to comment,
wary of stopping to speak to a camera”.
However, like many African communities,
there is a tradition of welcoming strangers,
and one young man who spoke up said he
thought everyone would be welcome in
Rwanda, whatever their origin. Some of
the opposition politicians in the country
speaking to Sky News felt very differently
and said they did not approve of the plan.

On 29th of May Ingabire posted on Twitter:
“The British government is betraying the
democratic values of the #Commonwealth
by deporting asylum seekers to #Rwanda
which has an oppressive regime. @
UKinRwanda @omardaair”
In addition to dealing with various
challenges, the corrupt Rwandan regime
with its human rights abuses has created
numerous refugees of its own. At least
287,000, and probably many more, live
outside the country, having fled from
Kagame’s rule. Kagame has made a £120
million deal with the UK government.
“Kagame is a stooge: he is a conman of
the West, in dubious business including,
now, human trafficking,” remarked one
of the exiles to the i newspaper in an
article earlier this week. Some of those
in exile believe he has arranged for the
assassinations of those who oppose him,
including an opponent who fled to South
Africa and who has since disappeared.
There is no justification for and no sense
in Priti Patel‘s deal with Kagame.

Rwanda’s opposition leader, Victoire
Ingabire, believes the country is not
properly prepared and has too many issues
already to deal with. She claims the deal
had been sprung on them and said, “Nobody
knew about it”. She has argued there is
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olidarity
with
London
Tube
W o r k e r s !
Today’s strike on
London Underground
is a reminder that the
Jubilee celebrations
may have provided a
welcome distraction
for many people from
the misery of the
cost-of-living crisis,
but they provided no
solution. Now the
four-day knees up is over and, as we count
the cost, the Tube strike reminds us that
trade union action is our best defence
against the attack on our living standards
being orchestrated by this government.

Crisis For Us
They may blame the war in Ukraine or market
forces or the impact of the pandemic. But as we
reported last week, the number of billionaires
has grown during the pandemic. There are now
a record 177 billionaires with a combined wealth
of £710 billion. When the rich get richer while
the poor get poorer during a crisis it is the
government’s job to do something about it.

Our Solution
Price caps, rent controls, wealth taxes, nationalising
key industries have all been used in times of crisis.
But this government would rather see us suffer
than do anything to upset their friends in big
business. It is worth remembering that 70 years ago
during the Korean War President Truman tried to
nationalise the American steel industry to preempt
a strike by the United Steelworkers of America.
The attempt failed. The strike went ahead, and 54
days later half a million steelworkers triumphed
over the steel bosses and the US government.
Now that is a platinum jubilee worth celebrating!
We need a similar fighting spirit now. The Tube
strike is about the loss of 500 jobs, a direct result
of the financial straitjacket that the government
has placed on Transport for London(TfL). But

Photo by Marilyn Tyzack ©Critical Mass
Media

wages, conditions and pension rights are
also under threat.
No doubt the government and their
lackeys in the media will complain about
the threat to the economy. Never mind
that the Tories chose to shut down, not
just London, but the whole of Britain,
with their extra bank holiday to celebrate
the Jubilee, and Starmer wrote in the
Daily Telegraph that it was our patriotic
duty to celebrate the Jubilee.

Royal Family – Who pays?
I think it is our patriotic duty to stand by
our class and celebrate the striking Tube
workers. Starmer’s patriotic duty has
cost the economy an estimated a £2.39
billion loss—around 0.09% of U.K.
GDP according to the government’s
own assessment. The assessment for the
queen’s diamond jubilee in 2012 predicted
a loss of £1.2 billion or £1.5 billion
adjusted for inflation to the economy.
So why are we paying £345 million a year
to support one of the richest families in
the UK? It is worth remembering that
the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media, and Sport reported that “prior
to the COVID-19 pandemic, the largest
monthly decreases in GDP were in the
months of the Queen’s Golden Jubilee in
2002 (-2.2%) and the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee in 2012 (-1.5%)”. The ruling
class are willing to take a hit like that if it
reinforces the hierarchical system where
the Royal Family are at the apex and we

I think it is our patriotic
duty to stand by our class and
celebrate the striking Tube
workers.
are at the bottom.

Solidarity
Enough of this feudal nonsense. Roll on the
Red Republic! But until then, Solidarity with
London Tube Workers! The Jubilee party
is over. Time to give the Tories a hangover
and fight to defend our living standards.
This article originally appeared online: https://
creatingsocialism.org/solidarity-with-londontube-workers/
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another a helping hand, to feel empathy
for one another, so be it. Let’s help one
another. Let this tear them down and cut
their claws and block their ability to hurt
us, and rip all their dreams asunder.
Let’s give them a backlash that will end
their reign.
Have a good week, everybody.

Welcome to my weekly column about finding, and
having, a very real, practical faith that we need every
day, just to get up in the morning.

The Cost Of Paradise
So the monster stays on in Number 10, and Britain’s
degeneration down to ruination can continue.
I haven’t been on Twitter for days. The doomscrolling
has just been too much for me. It’s enough to send you
away from social media.

Too Great To Pay?
The late author Ursula K LeGuin wrote a story, “The
Ones Who Walk Away From Omelas.” Long story short
– it is about a glittering city of majesty and opulence; a
bright, shining, gleaming, optimistic metropolis.
All but for one corner of the city, where a child sits in
the dark, shunned and literally subjected to the worst
kind of unrelenting, lifelong suffering and pain.
The whole twist is that it is necessary for this child to
suffer, to bear the agonies of the citizens, because if
anybody showed sympathy or attempted to alleviate its
pain, the entire city would collapse and burn.
We are The Child of Omelas. All of us. And Johnson
and his incompetent carnival act are living high on
the backs of our suffering.
Perhaps we should consider whether it is worth them
continuing to enjoy the luxuries they are indulging
in. Something tells me that the world would not miss
them if their entire rotten infrastructure imploded
into festering disease and took them to Hell with it.
And if all it took was for us to start offering one

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Two quotes from the Guardian of 8th
of June on the issue of ‘tweaking’ of
an opinion poll by YouGov which, if
untweaked, could have given a boost
to Jeremy Corbyn in the 2017 election.
“At the time, the Conservative MP
Nadhim Zahawi, a cofounder of YouGov and now the education secretary,
phoned the company’s chief executive, Stephan Shakespeare, and said
he would call for his resignation if
the latter poll was wrong, according
to an account in a book by the political journalist Tim Shipman” – Rowena Mason, Deputy Political Editor,
Guardian.
“…at no point since leaving YouGov in
2010 have I had any influence on the
company”, Nadhim Zawahi, quoted in
the Guardian in the same article.
These are contradictory and one has
got it seriously wrong. In his statement Mr Zawahi does not actually deny
the phone call. He could have made
the call and believed it did not
influence YouGov. he needs to state
specifically that he did not make this
phone call, if that is the case.
Brendan O’Brien
London

Revolution

PROVING MARX WRONG?
In last week’s article, ‘History Today and
Tomorrow,’ I alluded to Marx’s early
optimism about the imminent triumph of
Socialism. Well it hasn’t happened yet, and
that is enough for many people to decide
that Marx was wrong about everything.
Then there are the people who are happy
to concede that it did happen in Russia,
and look how that turned out. So Marx
is wrong because socialism can never
happen. And, even when it does happen it
all goes wrong, and it’s all his fault.

Philosophy
Marx was a philosopher. He wanted to
understand the world and explain it. But he
was living in a time of rapid change. The
French Revolution was a living memory.
The industrial revolution was in full swing.
There was a scientific revolution that was
overturning ideas about the world that had
endured for centuries.
So Marx decided early on that if the world
was changing philosophy had to change too.
It was not enough to understand the way the
world was. You had to understand how and
why it was changing in order to influence
that change. In 1845 he wrote,
“The philosophers have only interpreted the
world, in various ways. The point, however, is
to change it.”

Three years later Europe was gripped by
a revolutionary surge. Marx, together
with his friend and collaborator,
Friedrich Engels, wrote the Communist
Manifesto and returned to Prussia
where they published a revolutionary
newspaper. Engels joined a militia to
fight in the revolution. Everything
seemed possible.
So what, if the liberals and the
nationalists no longer had it in them
to challenge the system? Their time
had passed with the demise of the
French Revolution. A new force was
emerging, the proletariat! Never mind
the bosses. What about the working
class?

Exile
The working class was not yet strong
enough or well organised enough to
change the world. The revolutions
of 1848 ended in defeat or messy
compromise. Marx and Engels had to
leave Prussia and went into exile in
England.
Even revolutionaries have to eat. So
Engels went on to manage the family
business in Manchester and support
his friend Marx in London. Capitalism
had survived the revolutionary surge.
It was more resilient than Marx had
thought. So he returned to philosophy
to better understand the nature of the
beast. And that is what I like about
Marx. He was not a dogmatist. When
he got things wrong he saw it as a
challenge, not a threat, and wanted to
understand why he was wrong.
Next week I will look at some of the
lessons Marx learned from the revolutions
of 1848.
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INVESTIGATIV JOURNALISM:
A look back to when words were truly
weapons
Susie Granic

A

S we today complain, rightly so, of the dearth of good journalists in
the mainstream media, I find myself re-reading Paul Foot’s ‘Words as
Weapons’, and, for those who may have grown up without the benefit
of seeing his investigative articles as they were published in newspapers from
The Sun (yes, that much-reviled paper of today) to Private Eye, the Daily
Mirror and the Socialist Worker, you could make no better start at reading
his journalism than to dive into this collection of his articles, mainly from the
1980s.
They give a fascinating insight into not only the times many of us lived through, but the people who
helped shaped those times and, in the case of Thatcher, drove them.
For those unfamiliar with Paul Foot, a brief biography: the award-winning journalist was born in
Haifa in 1937, was the son of a Lord and the nephew of Michael Foot. He was educated at public
schools and it wasn’t really until, through his uncle, that Foot got a job with the Daily Record in
Glasgow, which opened his eyes and with which he credits changing his perspective of society as a
whole.
It was in Glasgow that Foot met workers from shipyards and elsewhere and where he read, for the
first time, Karl Marx, Vladimir Lenin, Rosa Luxemburg and Leon Trotsky. It was also during this
time that he joined the International Socialists and he later wrote of his time there: “Of all the many
lessons I learnt in those three years in Glasgow, the one which most affected my life was a passing
remark by Rosa Luxemburg. She predicted that, however strong people’s socialist commitment,
as soon as they are involved even to the slightest degree in managing the system on behalf of
capitalists, they will be lost to the socialist cause.”
The whole point about public ownership and planning of the means of production is that it releases
capital for producing things that people need and want. He argued for more public ownership and
more equality, not to abolish private possessions but to make them more widely available.

Paul Foot on John Strachey
As a lover of books myself, I remember a piece he wrote for the Socialist Worker in the eighties
when he wrote about the possession of books and was it not bourgeois to covet books? But, he
argued, referring to John Strachey in ‘Why You Should be a Socialist’, “the whole point about public
ownership and planning of the means of production is that it releases capital for producing things that people need
and want. He argued for more public ownership and more equality not to abolish private possessions but to make them
more widely available.” There is a short essay about this in this collection of Foot’s works, entitled ‘A
Socialist Bookshelf ’. But of course this applies to so much more than just books, and this message
from Strachey is one socialists are still trying to get across to those who believe we want to take all
their possessions from them to give them to the ‘workshy’ and ‘dole bludgers’.
Foot, as well as being a superb commentator on the times, was a great investigative journalist and he
championed the case of the ‘Bridgewater Four’. The ‘Bridgewater Four’ were four men who were
wrongly convicted of killing 13-year-old paperboy Carl Bridgewater in 1978, and whose convictions
were finally overturned 19 years later, in 1997. Foot wrote a book on the case, ‘Murder at the Farm:
Who killed Carl Bridgewater?’ which was published in 1986.

He also campaigned against the convictions of the Birmingham Six and the Guildford Four
who, he firmly believed, were wrongly imprisoned (see his article in this collection, entitled
‘Left to Rot’) and who indeed were eventually released, but not after spending many years in
prison. Carole Richardson, the youngest of the Guildford Four, was imprisoned at just 17
years old, and I spoke to her as part of an OU project in 1984 when she was incarcerated in
HMP Styal. She was not permitted to leave the prison even to visit the dentist as other inmates
did and was tormented on a daily basis, not only by officers but by fellow inmates who thought
it ‘great fun’ to wrap a cabbage in a black bin liner and throw it into her room (Styal had rooms,
not cells, in their ‘houses’) whilst screaming “bomb!”. That’s an aside, and I mention it not only
because of the lasting impression it made on me, and the terrible miscarriage of justice and
Foot’s writing of it, but also because I remember it took more than 15 years after she and the
three others had had their convictions overturned to receive an apology from Tony Blair. He
may not have been Prime Minister when they were exonerated, but he had been for eight years
before being pressured by Irish prime minister, Bertie Ahern, and by petitions and campaigns,
to issue an apology.
And whilst we’re on the subject of the centrists’ darling, Tony Blair, though not in this
collection, Paul Foot did of course write about the former Prime Minister. In a scathing article
for The Guardian, when it still published ‘real’ journalism, in 2003, he pointed out all the
promises Blair had made and then u-turned on – from repealing anti-trade union legislation
to introducing the market into the NHS via foundation hospitals and much, much more. A
paragraph towards the end of the article about Blair reads:
He is, in short, for turning. In this respect he is indeed just like Margaret Thatcher: courageous
and unbending when facing up to the weak, the workers and the poor; grovelling and
sycophantic to the rich, the strong and the powerful.

Paul Foot on Tony Blair
I don’t think it’s a stretch of the imagination to believe he would be any less critical of the
current LOTO.
As stated, ‘Words as Weapons’ is a collection of Foot’s works mainly from the eighties, so we
have pieces on Thatcher, who he seemed to understand very well – not like, but understand –
to the miners’ strike, the Royal family, Wapping, and corruption in government. For those of
us who lived through those times, it’s a fascinating reminder of what occurred and how little
anything has changed, and, for those who didn’t, it’s an education. These articles were written
forty years ago and most could quite as easily have been written today. I find that frightening.
Paul Foot died in 2004 of a heart attack and is buried in Highgate Cemetery, near Karl Marx’s
tomb.

FURTHER READING
This article appeared as part of Issue 15 of Critical Mass Magazine,
which you can find here.
Issue 15 also contains articles by Dave Middleton, Luke Andreski, Susie
Granic, Tanweer Dar, Amber Goth, Fiat Knox, Marilyn Tyzack, Mike
Stanton, Jo Buchanan and Howard Thorp, plus
our monthly podcast, The Critical Mass Socialist Hour, featuring an
interview with social activist and mental health campaigner Michelle
Torez.
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strike action, but that didn’t stop
the mainstream media all coming
out with headlines that she did
support it. Which she did in a way,
to be fair; she said Labour is “on the
rail workers’ side” but also that they
“want to avoid the strikes and we’re on the
public’s side on this”. That’s top-level
fence-sitting from any perspective.

Is Starmer on his way out?
ONLY last month Wes Streeting denied he was
making any sort of bid for the Labour leadership
as rumours circulated that he and Kim Leadbeater,
MP for Batley and Spen, were lining up as running
mates should Starmer resign. He said he would
were he to be fined by Durham Police.
In May it emerged that wealthy party donor
Waheed Alli had hosted a fundraising event for
Streeting and Leadbetter at his central London
home, but Streeting denied this had anything to
do with a potential leadership bid and was only to
support both his and Leadbeater’s campaigning in
their constituencies.
However, over the last few days he’s been trying to
appeal to those on the left by coming out and saying
that if he were an RMT worker “I would be voting to
go on strike and I would be voting to defend my job, terms
and conditions”. And unbelievably, some are already
falling for this, with journalist Andrew Scott (Otto
English) tweeting on Thursday that Streeting is
“passionate, believable, articulate and dynamic”. Do keep
in mind though that this is coming from the same
man who for the last couple of years has been
touting Starmer as “solid”, “stable”, and “competent,
ferociously clever and articulate”.

Positioning
Lisa Nandy also appears to be positioning herself
for a leadership bid although she ‘did a Starmer’
and sat on the fence saying she supported both the
public and the strikers. Her spokesperson would
not clarify whether she opposed or supported the

Nandy has been an MP for a bit
longer than Streeting, since 2010,
and although many do appear
to think she’s playing to the left
in the run-up to a leadership
challenge, she herself said after
her failed campaign in 2020 that
she would never run again. Fairly
difficult to know which way she
will bend though as this is the same
woman who called for sanctions on
Israel in June 2020 and then, in
November of the same year stated
that boycotts weren’t the answer to
the Palestine-Israel conflict.
Like far too many of Labour’s frontbenchers nowadays both Nandy
and Streeting will say pretty much
anything if it will get them what
they want – which in this case
appears to be Starmer’s job – and,
as with Starmer, too many voters
are failing to look at their history.
Streeting has only been an MP since
2015, just like the hapless Starmer.
We’ve all seen over the past two
years where a lack of political nous
leads – and it certainly isn’t to the
promised 20 points ahead – but
Labour ‘under new management’
appear unwilling to learn the
lessons of electing and supporting
a politically naive MP as leader.
RIP Labour.

Stanton’s excellent article), these are traits which are
often missing from our government and by extension
our wider society.

Perhaps if the Covid pandemic taught
us anything it was that it is possible to
exist without having very much human
contact. Apart from our families, for a
while most of us had contact only with
very limited number of human beings.
A nod at a fellow dog walker, a hesitant
hello to somebody serving in the local
store and perhaps a hello across the
garden fence.
One odd and rarely remarked upon
feature of this was that we found
ourselves not having to worry too much
about how we looked or what we said
or what we thought of others. Office
bullies were suddenly redundant. I was
thinking about this and it occurred to
me that we are, all of us, flawed in many
ways. Politicians, particularly those on
the right, seem to have so many flaws
that it is hard to see anything but flaw,
but, even those of us just muddling
through in a normal way, are prone to
make mistakes.
We now live in a culture, exacerbated
by the pandemic, where mistakes are
simply not acknowledged or in which
they are justified as somehow necessary
for some greater good or other. This
impacts on those of us who aspire to a
better society. Whilst it may be utopian
to believe that we can build a socialist
enclave within a capitalist society, there
are things we can do to make even this
society more tolerable.
We can, at the very least, treat each other
with kindness and compassion. As we
have seen in this week’s news (see Mike

It is all too easy to put our own interests first.
Sometimes it is necessary to do so. But surely the
whole point of socialism is that, rather than society
acting on us, we will act on society. This is one part
of the philosophy of the German Immanual Kant
which seems to me to be intuitively correct.
Kant called this the categorial imperative and
expressed it as “act only in accordance with that
maxim through which you can at the same time will
that it become a universal law”. In other words, treat
others as you would like to be treated yourself.
What this calls for is something that most of our
modern day politicians lack entirely: empathy; what
another German Max Weber called ‘verstehen’. It
is not enough to understand how people act, you
need to also try to understand the world from their
perspective. This is so often missing not just from
political decision making but from everyday discourse
that it has created a rather rough and callous society.
It is a society in which the rule of ‘look after number
one’ is paramount.
If politicians practised verstehen and at the same time
treated their acts as categorical imperatives, we might
live in a more tolerant, compassion society. And it›s
not just politicians. All of us act insensitively at times,
making statements without thinking how others might
react to them, simply because we are applying neither
verstehen nor acting as if our acts were universal laws.
Nobody is perfect. Everybody makes errors, those of
us on the left no less than others. But, if we reflect
on our mistakes, we can actually learn from them.
If, however, like government ministers, we simply
double down on the mistake, we not only fail to learn,
we create a society that is miserable for all of us.
Aristotle said that the greatest gift of humanity was
eudaimonia, a combination of well-being, happiness
and flourishing. That has everything to do with using
the categorical imperative as a means to encourage
verstehen. It means thinking how others would react
and acting accordingly. That is a form of socialism.
Dave Middleton
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